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Introducing Nectura®- the most advanced proprietary formula from Japan for anti-aging wellness!
Nectura® is beyond juice... it is the first and only multi-functional food supplement of its kind ever
created! This unique 8:1 super concentrated formula delivers a pure, natural and delicious blend of 47
phytonutrients & antioxidant extracts, organic GE-132 and 72 natural ionic minerals for a total of 120
health enhancing ingredients supercharched with Energetics Technology™ ! Best of all, it is naturally
delicious and can be enjoyed in so many different ways!

The delicious way to wellness!
“Nectura helped my 3-year old son recover from his heart surgery. He stopped coughing and was no
longer feeling weak and lethargic after just 2 weeks of taking this supplement daily! I also take it now and
have even included the EverYoung mix. My energy has increased and I even lost 5 lbs after using these
supplements for just 3 weeks!”
Jennifer (Long Beach, USA)
"As a teacher, health is very important so I bought Nectura for my kids but I ended up drinking the entire
bottle in preparation for my marathon. It gave me energy and endurance to run and train. I came home
and found out my husband and kids were both sick and realized the drink prevented me from getting
whatever they had. I purchased another bottle immediately.”
Christine (Torrance, USA)
“Shingles, that’s all I need to say. I took Nectura with Cat’s Claw and it was gone in 5 days!”
Michelle (Las Vegas, USA)
“I have hot flashes and after I drank Nectura for a week, my hot flashes have gone away.
It also tastes great! It reminds me of a fruit in the Philippines.”
Maria (Signal Hill, USA)
“I told my esthetician that I caught the flu and she mentioned the product, Nectura, so I
tried it. I took it daily and felt more energy within 2 days and my flu was gone within 5!”
Michelle (Long Beach, USA)
“I started drinking Nectura almost one year ago, after “white spots” (caused by free
radicals or reduced blood pigment) were prominent in my blood. Two months later, the
white spots were much smaller. I now feel better and get up easily in the morning,
and I’ve overcome feeling fatigued.”
Toshio Ochiai (Chiba, Japan)
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“The first thing I noticed after drinking Nectura regularly was that my body doesn’t get tired easily any
more. Driving a car for a long time always used to make my eyes tired, and body exhausted. On the very
first day I drank Nectura, my body and eyes were really refreshed! Later, I had the chance to talk with
many people about Nectura, and heard about many health improvements like: “Nectura is a wonderful
health supplement,” “My legs don’t get cramped like before,” “My leg pains are gone,” “The carpal tunnel
pain in my hands is better,” “My long-term dry skin is so much better,” “My bowel function is better!” … I
heard many testimonials like these from Sparkle Members, from near and far! … I’m really grateful that
Nectura is part of my life!”
Etsuko Yamamoto (Tokushima, Japan)
“I’ve suffered from vertigo due to anemia and low blood pressure from my teenage years, but after
having Nectura, the vertigo was gone and my blood pressure normalized! My skin improved dramatically
too - a purple lump, blemishes and circles under my eyes, disappeared. I used to hate looking in the
mirror and feeling my rough hands when washing my face. People pitied my facial skin condition,
making me miserable. Two friends I hadn’t seen for 10 years started using Nectura as soon as they saw my
“new” face. I now enjoy washing my face and using makeup!
My mother couldn’t raise her bent arms high and her fingers also were bent. She had a grade 2 disability.
Then she started drinking Nectura – and then she could raise and stretch her arms and fingers out
straight. Her homecare helpers who regularly visited her and other people were so impressed, they started to drink Nectura too! She has since passed away, but she was grateful for Nectura until the end.”
Reiko Okada (Kochi, Japan)
“12 years ago, at 40, I found out I was infected with hepatitis C. I have blood exams
every 6 months. I studied up on and started taking health supplements, so I could
avoid using drugs. My liver function marker, GPT, was above normal but stayed the
same. I was grateful. My doctor recommended drug therapy to prevent elevation of the
abnormal blood test readings. At that time in 2009, I discovered Nectura, recommended by a friend. I knew instinctively after the first delicious sip that this was a REALLY
powerful product. I began to drink Nectura every day, and it is now an indispensable
part of my life. To my surprise, with every regular checkup, the GPT went gradually
lower, until it finally went down into the normal range.
I believe regularly taking Nectura has helped my health enormously! Also, my bowel
function is good, I’ve lost excess weight, and my skin is great! My friend asked, “Are you
younger?” I’m very happy I discovered Nectura!“
Y. T. (Kagawa, Japan)
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“I have drank Nectura regularly after shouting out ‘How delicious!’ from the first taste. The berry flavor is
very popular and because I get compliments for my homemade tube cake containing Nectura – I’ll be
using it to make other sweet treats!
I believe Nectura has improved my intestines and bowel function, and at the same time, my skin now
glows. I’ve heard from others that their skin condition has improved, thanks to Nectura. It feels like my
“old” body has become “fresh”. This antioxidant product is very powerful! I want to let many people know
about Nectura, because I’m so grateful for it!”
H. H. (Kagawa, Japan)
“I went through a really hard time – heavy debt after my husband’s business fell on difficult times, worsening asthma and atopic disease, near-doubling of my weight, bulimia, hypothermia, Meniere’s disease,
autonomic imbalance and hypertension … I became depressed, spending nearly half a month in bed.
Those around me were very worried, but the many supplements they recommended for me did not
work. I still remember first trying Nectura – the great taste and it surging through my entire body. About
a month later I could get out of bed and be cheerful and busy, like I am now.
If I occasionally forget my Nectura if I’m too busy, I get tired easily, reminding me how important taking
it regularly is! I really appreciate Nectura!”
Harumi Tanaka (Chiba, Japan)
“After my husband died, my heart stopped from care-giving fatigue, and 3 years ago, I
was taken to hospital by ambulance. I was in hospital 2 months, and ICU for 2 weeks.
Finally, I was diagnosed with connective tissue disease.
I had diarrhea over 30 times a day, and my weight plummeted. I had a bulging belly and
looked like a dystrophic child. Leaving hospital, the diarrhea didn't stop and my junior
high school aged sons had to help with the laundry or taking me to the bath. But they
took care of me without any complaints. As I was often taken to hospital by ambulance,
my sons and friends were very worried. I tried many kinds of supplements, but the
disease remained. I then heard good things about Nectura, and wanted to try it. 4 or 5
days after trying Nectura, my son realized that my bulging belly was going down. My
diarrhea stopped after a bit, and when I felt good, I could care for myself. My sons were
so happy!
On my recent checkup, the number of medicines I take were decreased. I took
more than thirty kinds before. My doctor was very curious! My weight
increased, I could go out, it’s really like going from hell to heaven. I want
to tell many people about Nectura to help them too!”
K. O. (Okinawa, Japan)
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“I’ve taken Nectura every day since its launch. Six people are in my family, with four children, the eldest
daughter is 22 and the youngest is 15. I’m proud because over the past several years, they haven’t needed
to see a doctor. My friends’ kids often need to see a doctor for a fever, or lost voice due to colds, or for
persistent diarrhea.
In my family, for a sore throat, I give them a little more Nectura than they normally have. They recover
completely the next morning and go off cheerfully to school. None of my kids take time off school, and
they are fine without a flu shot. I work in a hospital where the risk of catching an illness is present. Though
many colleagues fall sick and take days off, I am able to work without getting sick. Thanks to Nectura, I
believe my immune system is greatly strengthened.
Nectura is also very tasty with natural sweetness and no artificial flavors. I appreciate this wonderful gift
– my family’s health.”
M. H. (Aichi, Japan)
“I started drinking Nectura 6 months ago. After about 1 week, the “old” skin around my nose and
forehead started peeling away. I was told that skin renewal naturally occurs when drinking Nectura, and
I thought this was great at 57! People who hadn’t seen me in a while said my facial skin became firmer
and radiant – I’d felt this too! I’d suffered from hay fever for a long time, needing an injection and medicine in the season. But this year, I didn’t need any medicine for it!
I’m very happy to have found Nectura, and my family all drink it now too. Being beautiful and healthy
from the inside out is very important. Cheers to having Nectura mixed with soda every
day!”
Miki Uchiumi (Kochi, Japan)
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EverYoung™ is the energetic health, youth & beauty beverage! It is a completely new breakthrough in
the field of rejuvenation, beauty, anti-aging, anti-stress and longevity. This proprietary formula contains
a complete spectrum of health enhancing nutrients to replenish, balance, and bring natural energy to
the body. Enjoy a natural energy lift, improved focus, alertness, concentration, youthful skin, hair, nails,
metabolism, total body rejuvenation and much more with this delicious and refreshing citrus beverage.

EverYoung™ enhances the quality of life you can see and feel!
“Because we need lots of energy to start the day, I drank Nectura and EverYoung mixed together every
morning – this activated my metabolism to where it needed to be. Nectura and EverYoung became the
strongest energy source for my strenuous activities all day. I lost 10kg, in only two and a half months! I
was thrilled with this amazing result reached so quickly! I have made a huge change to my life! I now
know how incredible Sparkle products are, and I will always have them as an important part of my life!”
Masahiro Tobinaga (Fukuoka, Japan)
“I always felt light-headed and couldn’t concentrate. After drinking EverYoung, I can focus a lot more, so
I always drink it before studying or meeting Members. I’m now having an easier time memorizing things!”
Takuya Fujii (Tokyo, Japan)
“I have lost weight ever since I started drinking Nectura and EverYoung every single day.”
Kiyotaka Awa (Wakayama, Japan)
“I have severe disability, carpal tunnel syndrome, body pain, the list goes on! I took Nectura and EverYoung for a month and felt higher energy levels and less pain. The EverYoung supplement immediately
cleansed my body and was a very tasty detox.”
Sheila (Cerritos, USA)
"I have been taking various herbal supplements for years for my back pain. After trying Nectura and
EverYoung for just 4 days, my back pain went away!”
Jennifer (Long Beach, USA)

Sample weight management results!

Although EverYoung is not considered a weight management product, thousands
of people enjoy amazing weight management results through EverYoung’s ability to
improve the body’s metabolism and performance!

-20kg
Before

90kg
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-8kg
Before

55kg

After

6 Months

47kg

-20kg
Before

99kg

After

6 Months

79kg

-12kg
Before

66kg

After

1 year

54kg

-5kg
Before

55kg

After

2 Months

50kg

-5kg
Before

60kg
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ION5™ contains the most perfect balance of 72 essential minerals supercharged with Energetics
Technology™, and is more concentrated than any other mineral supplement in the world. It is naturally
ionic and is similar to the fluid found in the human body making it more readily absorbed. ION5™ helps
balance the body’s pH level and provides a multitude of benefits to balance the body back to good
health. It is also beneficial to pets, gardens, plants, vegetables and any form of life which requires
minerals for good health.

Light up your Life... with ION5™!
“I am very busy going all over Japan, yet I don’t feel fatigue, and I no longer have gout pain! I take ION5
everywhere I go - ION5 is my daily essential, and I really appreciate this great product.”
Ono Eiichi (Kanagawa, Japan)
“After discovering Club Sparkle, I’m much more aware of health. ION5 is now a big part of my life - ION5
is the best way to take minerals! I mix a little ION5 with my moisturizer, use Halo, and my facial skin went
from dry to fresh! I also add drops of ION5 to rice, miso soup, and water, and for flavor in salad and
sashimi. I keep this great power source in my bag – just like a lucky charm!”
Kyoka Ishida (Osaka, Japan)
“I use ION5 when taking a bath and my skin looks a lot smoother now!”
Kiyotaka Awa (Wakayama, Japan)

Many people use ION5 on their flowers and crops to bring them back to life.

Before

After

Before

After

No other mineral is “naturally” as powerful!
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“I’ve experienced amazing benefits with Sparkle products. First, I lost 6 kilograms in 3 months after starting to drink EverYoung daily, and my energy and concentration levels shot up! I’m never tired easily, now
that EverYoung is part of my daily routine. ION5 is great for my teeth-whitening. As well, ION5 was much
faster than any pharmacy drug for curing a canker sore in my mouth. With daily taking of Nectura, I’m so
happy that my mother’s skin became beautiful and even her vision improved. And for me, people often
say my skin is much firmer and more radiant than before, and that I became beautiful!”
Risa Mihara (Osaka, Japan)
“My life started to change IMMEDIATELY when I was introduced to Sparkle products! I was one of those
you hear about – a professional athlete with one of the best conditioned bodies. During my 4 years in the
WNBA, I was in the best shape of my life. And then life struck back. I retired, and ruptured my Achilles. Five
months and 25 pounds later - I looked in the mirror and couldn’t tell who I was. I was ashamed to go out.
Ashamed to see my friends, and ashamed to even go home to my family. It was time to change my life.
I was introduced to the Sparkle products by my friend Lani Dizon (Sparkle Founder), and IMMEDIATELY
my life started to change. I had tried other products, but they either made me sick, or made my heart beat
so fast I thought I would die. Not EverYoung and Nectura. These felt so natural and RIGHT. Well, 30
pounds LESS later, I am STILL taking them – this time to feel good.
I REALLY BELIEVE in these products. They taste amazing and make me feel amazing. It is WORTH the try.
Old, young, in shape, out of shape……anyone can use these products. It was SO easy for me to fall OUT
OF SHAPE. I appreciate the fact that SPARKLE products have made it relatively easy for me to get back
INTO SHAPE. I will use them for the rest of my life!”
Chantel, Former WNBA Player (USA)
“My husband has had eczema from boyhood for 47 years, and suffered from ‘eczema face.’ I cannot tell
you how many doctors he consulted. Sometimes, he has scratched the skin off from top to toe. He tried
one supplement after another at a staggering financial cost. After trying so many different ones, and
spending around 20,000,000 yen over many years, he was ready to give up, still without successfully treating his eczema.
One day, a friend introduced Nectura to my husband. After drinking Nectura for some time, my husband’s
skin began turning smooth, his skin itchiness has eased, hair grew on his temples where the roots
seemed dead, and his eyebrows grew bushy. Even his uneven forehead skin is toned-up and smoother. It
was hard for him to look people in the eye before, and he worried about his family. But now, when I see
his joyful, smiling face in the mirror, I’m grateful beyond words that Nectura is part of our lives!”
Keiko Togami (Osaka, Japan)
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Halo™ is a multi-purpose beauty activator that provides endless solutions, with a push of a button! It
helps to lift, tone, smooth fine lines and wrinkles, minimize dark circles, stimulate circulation, promote a
rested, youthful looking appearance and much more! Whether you’ re 20, 30, 40 or over 50, the fragile
skin around the eyes can develop wrinkles, puffiness, dark circles or a tired look. This can be due to
factors such as stress, sun exposure, repeated expressions like squinting and smiling, lack of sleep and
unbalanced nutrition, which can add years to the appearance, even at an early age. It is never too early
to start an effective skin care regimen to keep you looking your best… for a lifetime!

Halo™ - Your secret weapon... to a timeless appearance!
“Halo is just so convenient and easy to use, so I use it often, even though about 2 or 3 times a week would
still be enough. You get great coverage in less than a minute, and it feels comfortable while it stimulates
pressure points. I can feel a nice, tighter skin, and my skin is more lifted and firmer - and my wrinkles have
diminished! Halo also makes my makeup go on easily and beautifully! I really believe Halo is so effective!”
Mikachun (Japan)
“After just one week of using the Halo beauty device my smile lines and skin sagginess on my face are
diminishing. My skin is more moisturized, and has become more radiant! I can’t believe that after using
Halo for only one week, I can see these visible positive changes and great results!”
Kirakira (Japan)
“I love beauty devices and have used many, but Halo is the most convenient, and very easy to use, every
morning and evening. Halo is exciting and new because it sends currents that lead to creation of collagen,
and Halo is all I now use for my skin care. Looking at photos, my skin is more radiant and improved after
just one week’s use! I'm excited to be seeing more and more good improvement to my skin!”
Shion (Fukuoka, Japan)
“I like Halo and Shine very much. Halo is effective - I notice the facial muscles under my skin are firmer,
and this is also noticeable even in photos! Shine is incredibly effective as a make-up base! It smooths out
the unevenness of the skin, and, as a mineral-formulated make-up base, it makes skin pores invisible and
your skin looks beautiful!”
Manamamino (Aichi, Japan)
“Halo works quickly on wrinkles, because you can focus directly on any trouble
spots. It is very simple, convenient and compact, and easy to use while
watching TV! I recommend Halo, especially for anyone who has any
blemishes or hard-to-treat areas on the skin.”
Hamayama (Aichi, Japan)
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“Halo’s gentle current gives you a light stimulation to your skin without pain or heat. I used Halo and the
dark pores around my nostrils, which were troubling me for more than 6 months, disappeared!! I tried
Halo twice, to make sure it was Halo that really fixed my dark pores! I’m so happy because it’s usually so
difficult to do that!”
Sali (Japan)
“After pressing Halo’s “on” button, I use Halo to vibrate on acupressure points and it feels good, because
it improves your blood circulation, then your skin gets warmer. The more I use Halo, the more I see skin
improvement. Halo is very compact and easy to carry.”
Suzuran (Yamaguchi, Japan)
“I can recommend Halo to anyone needing a simple and easy-to-use beauty device, that is compact, and
easy to hold, with a simple operation and adjustable power level. You can care for your skin with Halo
while watching TV or reading a magazine, etc., and it feels good to use. I experimented during a “test
period” by only using Halo and found that: My skin’s tone improved, my skin was softer and glowed more,
the “bags” under my eyes faded, and my makeup stays on better.”
Moge (Japan)
“About 6 months ago, I noticed that the skin around my neck sagged and I looked older - I believed “I
cannot trick anyone about my age any longer.” I decided to try Halo, after witnessing smile lines on others
getting drastically better after they used Halo. Massaging Shine on my neck before using Halo, I was
really shocked to see my ugly neck wrinkles disappear in less than one week! Now no-one can guess my
real age! Halo even made my stiff shoulders feel better!”
R. Okada (Tokyo, Japan)

Before
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Shine™ indulges your face, lips, body, hands, and hair with moisture, healthy nutrients and the amazing
touch of silk. This multi-benefit formula of pearl essence uses pure, healthy ingredients such as Vitamin
C, E, Hyaluronic Acid, Antioxidants, Sunflower Seed Extract, and special Jojoba Esters to hydrate, soften,
nourish, balance, restore and protect with natural UV properties. Shine™ is also perfect as a base under
makeup to smooth fine lines and maintain a fresh look all day long. It feels silky yet light and
non-greasy and contains no fragrance, talc, gluten or parabens.

Shine™ - Total Body Silk!
“After spreading Shine on my face, I used the Halo device to stimulate my face’s pressure points! I found
Halo’s design effective for this. After stimulating the pressure points “Shihaku”, “Kyosha”, and “Indo”, my
face was less swollen! Using Halo is the best way to do this!“
Planet (Japan)
“Shine’s texture is gel-like and it also has some fine glitter. I’m fascinated to see how smooth my skin is
when I spread Shine on my face! My skin also looks clear and smooth when I use Shine as a makeup base.
Since Shine includes Vitamins A, C and E, I believe I will see great long-term use effects!”
Shion (Fukuoka, Japan)
“I took Shine with me on a tour to the US as a DJ, to combat skin dryness. I had a photo gig one morning
and at night, so I applied Shine on my skin. Thanks to Shine, my skin was never dry, and it stayed soft and
smooth the whole time. I use Shine and Halo every day and I can really see improvement on wrinkles and
skin spots!”
DJ Ashura (Kanagawa, Japan)
“Looking at the photo, you can see that the right side of my
face looks younger because of SHINE!”
Shota Kasuga (Tokyo, Japan)

“Since I’ve been using Shine and
Angel Silk instead of ordinary
foundation, my skin has become
more and more beautiful and
translucent.”
Aya Mihara (Osaka, Japan)
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Angel Silk™ is created with pure, natural and healthy micro-minerals that are actually good for your skin!
It is the perfect alternative to makeup due to its remarkable ability to create a flawless complexion in
just 60 seconds. Simply brush the silky, crushed micro-minerals onto your skin to see an immediate
difference. Unlike makeup, the longer you wear it, the better it looks! It begins to blend beautifully with
the natural oils in your skin for a look and feel that is so natural. The more you use it over time, the more
beautiful your complexion will become. Recommended for age spots, blemishes, uneven skin tone,
dark circles, a tired appearance, acne and redness. Enjoy silky, sheer, long-lasting coverage on all skin
types and many skin shades, and in practically all climates. Angel Silk™ is also a natural antiseptic, has
natural UV protection and is naturally waterproof.

Don't disguise your complexion with makeup,
perfect it with Angel Silk™ minerals!
“I love all the Sparkle products and use them daily. I’ve had many good
experiences! I’ll just talk about my face this time. I’ve had pimples all
over my face since my 20’s, and the many doctors I consulted had no
cure. People even made fun of my face and that scarred me inside.
Using Sparkle’s Angel Silk and Shine, my face became less puffy after
one week, then my pimples disappeared, and the bags under my eyes
were better too. I’ve recently been told that I have beautiful skin! It
scares me to think what would’ve happened if I never found these products. I can never thank Club Sparkle enough!”
Reiko Okada (Kochi, Japan)

“Since Ms. Reiko Okada let me in on her
amazing beauty secret, I have blended
Shine and Angel Silk as a foundation. I
have used many types of foundation as a
make-up artist, but the combination of
Shine and Angel Silk is definitely the best!
When I put this blend on my face, it effectively hides pores and gives a fresh and
beautiful look all day long. Professionally
and personally, these are the most amazing cosmetics I’ve ever seen!”
Aya Mihara (Osaka, Japan)
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“Because of Sparkle, I was able to change for the better by meeting many Members at the Meet-Ups. It
feels wonderful to meet people with the same goals! And, after being an active Member for one year, I
was surprised that I made more income with Sparkle than I did working for a regular company! The
harder you work, the greater your rewards!”
Kiyotaka Awa (Wakayama, Japan)
“I think it’s very important to be part of a Sparkle team! I was able to meet so many Sparkle Members and
make a real bond with them! Being involved in the Sparkle business, I can see a much brighter future ahead
of me. I have confidence now, and know that our Team will work together to achieve success together!”
Shota Kasuga (Tokyo, Japan)
“I was always an “indoor” person and only went out to do some shopping. I never had any time to meet
people, but that changed when I became a Sparkle Member! Now I’m socially active, and go out to meet
more people! After joining Sparkle, I watched the news more often and got interested in the economy.
My knowledge has definitely increased. I can now talk confidently about the economy wherever I go!”
Takuya Fujii (Tokyo, Japan)
“I learned so much about Sparkle products and DCM when I discovered Club Sparkle. I was working
elsewhere, and my income and situation were not great. I knew Sparkle was the perfect business for me
when I heard about the income-earning opportunity. Now, my future is bright! I quit my old job. My life
is great, now that I receive a higher income with DCM!”
Kyoka Ishida (Osaka, Japan)

Sample income earning results!

Thousands of people enjoy remarkable income earning results through Club Sparkle’s revolutionary DCM
(Direct Connect Marketing) platform and “people helping people” Loyalty Program just by sharing our
life-changing products with others!
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Sample
One Week Earnings
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Sample
4 Months Earnings

Sample
3 Months Earnings
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Sample
Accumulative Earnings

“I am holding a check that shows the income that I earned during a one week period, and on the screen it
shows earnings that I accumulated through Oct 2017, but I have generated so much more since that time
and I’m so grateful to Club Sparke for changing my life!”
Reiko Okada (Kochi, Japan)
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Product and Income Disclaimer: This document represents Club Sparkle product and Club Sparkle Loyalty Program testimonials
submitted by real-life individuals for the sole purpose of sharing their sample results with others. However, each Club Sparkle
product and the Club Sparkle Loyalty Program may produce different results for different individuals depending on a wide range of
circumstances. Therefore, Club Sparkle makes no express guarantee or warranty that the same or similar results in these sample
product and income testimonials can be achieved by other individuals. Club Sparkle products are not intended to diagnose, treat,
cure, or prevent any disease. If you are using medication or have any health condition, please seek advice from your health care
professional regarding the applicability of using Club Sparkle products. You should never delay seeking medical advice, disregard
medical advice or discontinue medical treatment because of information in these Club Sparkle product testimonials. All the information provided in this document is intended for your general knowledge only and is not a substitute nor is to be relied on as an alternative for professional medical advice, treatment, or financial advice, and should not be treated as such.
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